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I have just been interacting with a firearm

which so impresses me that I must say I would rec-
ommend it for anyone who is seriously concerned
about home or retreat defense in the event of mas-
sive civil unrest, a protracted survival situation or
family protection in time of disaster. And, under
less grim circumstances, it’s a firearm that’s a lot of
fun to shoot. It is not rare, but it is unique. It is
strong, accurate, battle proven and has all the con-
veniences for which one might wish with such a
firearm. As you might already suspect, I am very
taken with it.

The firearm in question is the AES10B rifle from
Century International Arms (centuryarms.com). It is
civilian legal – except in places with draconian
firearms laws intended to suppress the Second
Amendment rights of the citizenry – and fires semi-
automatic only. The AES10B is derived from the
Soviet RPK, as designed by Mikhail Kalashnikov. 

Let’s back up a bit. We think of Kalashnikov
and the AK-47 assault rifle. Nothing wrong with
that. But, unlike The United States, which has had
a line of assault rifles based on the original AR-
15/M-16 and a versatile machinegun – the M-60 –
that was not related to the battle rifle, the Soviets
and their then-satellite nations – in this case,
Romania – took Kalashnikov’s ingeniously simple,
admirably rugged rifle design and turned it into an
ingeniously simple, admirably rugged light
machinegun design – the RPK.

“RPK” stands for “Ruchnoy Pulemyot Kalash-
nikova.” For those whose Russian is a bit rusty, the
translation is “Handheld Machinegun of Kalash-
nikov.” Man-portable in the extreme, the RPK and
its AES10B civilian legal semi-automatic only
counterpart, are more ruggedly built than the stan-
dard AK. The receiver is thicker and the chrome-
lined barrel is longer. The added thickness of the
receiver – a little over one and one-half millimeters
as compared to one millimeter – imparts strength,
while the longer barrel – 23” long as opposed to
16-1/2” – will allow for greater range. Using stan-
dard 40-round magazines or 75- or even 100-

round drum magazines, either the RPK or the
AES10B is capable of relentless defensive firepow-
er, when several magazines are available and there
is an adequate supply of ammunition. It should be
remembered, however, albeit a concern principally
with the RPK rather than the AES10B, barrels can-
not be changed in the field. Romanian 75-round
drum magazines are loaded one round at a time, a
clutch having to be operated before the next round
is inserted. Chinese drums open like a clamshell,
allowing much faster, mass loading. 

The RPK, the AES10B and the entire AK-47 rifle
series fire from a closed bolt, safer and more prac-
tical than open bolt designs under rugged field
conditions. Additionally, closed bolt firearms have
the potential, all other factors being equal, for
greater accuracy. 

At 11.8 pounds empty, as opposed to a little
over 8 pounds for a typical AK-47, the AES10B has
much greater stability, when fired from a fixed
position. Century’s AES10B comes complete with
a truly excellent and easily deployed as well as
readily adjustable stamped steel bipod. There’s
also a convenient metal folding stock, to reduce
overall length when the rifle is transported. For still
greater ease when carrying the rifle, a fold-away
carrying handle is provided. Because such a rifle
might heat up from the potential for increased fire-
power, the wooden front handguard is protected
from heat buildup by the air space left between
the handguard and the rifle.

Unlike the typical AK-47, which features an
elevation adjustable rear sight and windage
adjustable front sight, the AES10B’s rear sight is
both elevation and windage adjustable, an obvi-
ous advantage to the operator who might be
deployed in a fixed firing position and find it nec-
essary to change sight settings. 

Disassembly of the AES10B is identical to that
of the AK-47 and all magazines interchange
between the guns. 

Along with our son-in-law, Danny Akers,
Sharon and I took the AES10B and a reasonable
supply of Winchester (winchester.com) 7.62 x
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